
CEM’s daily log is a typical record maintained by daily bases in the site like 

significant occurrences, incidents, and progress made on a job site.

Daily log for construction 



Challenges

➢ Difficult to coordinate with the work process in

a job site

➢ Unable to discuss and fined solution for any case

immediately

➢ Difficult to monitor the workers work time in a

site

➢ Very hard to maintain the reports on the stocks

and usages

➢ Hard to maintain the contact details of vendors

and customers, and time consuming to

communicate with them for the work progress

Solution 

➢ CEM develop an app to access the work

process in construction field as user

friendly.

➢ Can communication the workers in the site

can share the documents immediately for

continuous of work

➢ Have proper database to maintain

vendors and customers details with

respect to the projects and site

➢ Authorized person can roll out the daily

log can anything

Features

➢ Roll based access is secured for projects

➢ Upload photos to supplement progress notes.

➢ Ability to add notes is clarified the specific

activities for the discussion

➢ Daily log calendar view

➢ Manpower log

➢ Daily task can be easy monitoring

Benefits

➢ Easy access and update the reports by using

mobile phones

➢ Submit, store and retrieve crucial project

information quickly.

➢ Easy access to coordinate the different sides

in the same platform

➢ Automatic weather report update

➢ Easy tracking of employees work timing



Daily log created with specific details like

project name, in charge and site location.

With reference to the site location, the

current weather will update

automatically.so, the process can be

planned accordingly.

Material’s delivery details and usage
details will upload in the form for easy
tracking and history is maintained.

Equipment's delivery details and usage

details will upload in the form for easy

tracking and history is maintained.

Details of Daily log



Can maintain the details of the inspection to the

site is used to track the flow of work online and if

any remarks are noted is very useful for the

workflow and improve the project up gradation

Any incident like accidents occur in the site will

upload the details in this form with respect to

the worker, and detailed injured details, time,

location, and treatment took. Will track the
employee's absence by this.

This is the place that can monitor/ come to know

how many employees/subcontractors involved in

the project work on the site. Is makes it simple to

review the work process of the people according to

their task and track effectively.



The timesheet is workers/employees will enroll or

track their clock in/out time against the project.

The timesheet enrolled for the crew workers with

respect to the standard timing against the project.



With any business, you want the best product with the best service. You also want quick delivery at a

fair price. CEM will deliver these benefits and enable you to deliver the same value to your customers.

This takes more than just technology; it takes drive and knowledge. At CEM, your success is our

success. We implement and support Dynamics 365 ERP and D365 HR. We are also a Microsoft ISV

development partner, specializing in add-on software solutions for HR, Payroll, Projects and

Construction.

Established in 2003, CEM Business Solutions is a dedicated Microsoft Dynamics & Azure partner with

numerous certifications and awards. CEM has experience deploying Dynamics solutions to over 350

customers in 17 countries across 3 continents.

Contact Us

+1 201 391 5345

Info@cembs.com         

www.cembs.com
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In addition to regular advisory, implementation, upgrade and support services, we have developed over 70

IP products. These products are designed and developed exclusively for D365 F&O, using native codes and

standards. They directly and seamlessly interface with D365 F&O. In addition, we also have products which

connect via the ‘Common Data Model’. What’s more, we have earned the rare and prestigious ‘Certified for

Microsoft Dynamics – CfMD’ title.

About CEM


